Secure your load quickly without the blood, sweat and tarping with this manual tarping system.

- Made from American made vinyl tarp material.
- Durable aluminum front and rear end caps provide a weather tight seal.
- Aluminum latch plate securely locks the tarp in place without the use of straps, cables, or tie-downs.

With the flip of a switch, the PowerLock™ can cover or uncover your trailer in seconds, all from inside the cab.

- Works on the Aero® Kwik-Lock™ and other major brands of tarps including Sur-Loc.
- Front and rear arm spring tension for superior performance in windy conditions.
- Operates with cab-mounted switch or with the Kwik-Trap remote.
- The unique bearing series stabilizes the front and rear arms.
- The housing shields all electric components from the elements to ensure consistent, lasting performance.
Aero’s Kwik-Trap offers an automated electric over hydraulic pump system for hopper doors. This system produces more torque than an electric model and provides an easier operation.

Remote Controlled Design

- Pre-assembled design makes for easy installation. Simply mount, plug, and go!
- System mounts without disturbing existing manual crank.
- Easy shut off system to manually operate hopper.
- Limit switch for easier opening and closing.
- One remote offers you the ability to power your entire system: the tarp system, up to two hopper doors and an optional lighting kit.

Weather Resistant Aluminum Box
Houses hydraulic pump under trailer for year-round protection.

Conversion Switch
A simple pin holds the manual latch open allowing the system to easily be converted from manual to hydraulic operation.
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